Smart workplace, engaged employees
EcoStruxure Workplace Advisor and
Engage Enterprise app
Your employees and your real estate are two of your most valuable assets.
Studies show that employees who are engaged are more satisfied and
productive, and workplaces that are responsive are more optimized,
efficient, and safe. One of the ways to drive better engagement and
responsiveness is to make your workplace smart.
Smart workplaces leverage digital tools and connected infrastructure,
such as sensors that empower building managers to collect and analyze data on occupancy, people
counting, and wellness, so they can anticipate and respond proactively to occupant and business needs,
including issues like COVID-19. This digital infrastructure can also deliver engaging workplace experiences
to mobile-first employees, including high-value digital services that are super-easy to access.
New smart workplace solutions from Schneider Electric™ — EcoStruxure™ Workplace Advisor and the
Engage Enterprise app — transform your workplace with easy access to insights and information.
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EcoStruxure Workplace Advisor
EcoStruxure Workplace Advisor transforms your workplace by collecting
data with sensors about occupancy, people counting, and environmental
variables. These data are integrated in our platform to help building
managers respond more proactively to occupant and business needs.
Optimize space with Occupancy Analytics
Obtain insights about occupancy — both real-time and historically — so you can reallocate and right-size your
space based on actual usage.
Improve comfort with Well-Being Analytics
Monitor indoor air quality for variables such as temperature, humidity, CO2, and VOC, so you can pinpoint areas
that need attention and proactively improve employee well-being and comfort.
Drive policy for space use with People Analytics
Ensure space is being used safely and efficiently with new People Area and People Flow counting and analytics.
Understand when spaces have reached or exceeded capacity thresholds.
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EcoStruxure Engage Enterprise App
The EcoStruxure Engage Enterprise app transforms your workplace using mobile
technology. Deliver high value digital services to help employees do their jobs more
effectively and to drive a more connected experience.
Services that matter, in one easy app
Integrate the services that are most important to your employees — wayfinding, digital badging, comfort control,
ticketing, employee directory, menus, HR systems, news, and more. This single app can be easily configured for
multiple personas and locations, and to reflect to your branding.
Connect with your workforce wherever they are
This intuitive app helps organizations deepen their connection to their mobile-first workforce. Employees will be
able to access office services, amenities, and communications from their phones, whether they’re in the office,
working remotely, or on the road.
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